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a b s t r a c t
Nearest neighbor (NN) classiﬁer with dynamic time warping (DTW) is considered to be an
effective method for time series classiﬁcation. The performance of NN-DTW is dependent
on the DTW constraints because the NN classiﬁer is sensitive to the used distance function.
For time series classiﬁcation, the global path constraint of DTW is learned for optimization
of the alignment of time series by maximizing the nearest neighbor hypothesis margin. In
addition, a reduction technique is combined with a search process to condense the prototypes. The approach is implemented and tested on UCR datasets. Experimental results
show the effectiveness of the proposed method.
 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Time series classiﬁcation is a challenging task in speech recognition, medical analysis, identiﬁcation of moving objects,
etc. [24,9,18,20,2]. Dynamic time warping (DTW) is considered to be the most commonly used method for similarity measurement [34,5] in time series classiﬁcation. DTW was introduced into this domain by Berndt to overcome the weakness of
Euclidean metric[1] in measuring the similarity between time series, where time phases of different series are distinct. Its
superiority has been demonstrated by a large amount of work [13,15,35]. Although the performance of k-NN method is
highly sensitive to the distance function [12], extensively empirical evaluations on more than 40 datasets have showed that
1NN-DTW classiﬁer outperforms most of other techniques used in time series classiﬁcation [5,33].
How to learn the Constraint of time warping is one of the most important issues in 1NN-DTW. For most classiﬁcation
problems, unconstrained DTW often leads to pathological warping and then a reduced performance of classiﬁcation. These
warps do not represent the proper mapping of a feature. An appropriate global path constraint of DTW can improve the locally out of phase phenomenon without pathological warping. Sakoe–Chiba band is the most commonly used global path
constraint [27] and Itakura Parallelogram [11]. In [25], Ratanamahatana showed that narrow Sakoe–Chiba band (less than
10% of series length) performs better on many classiﬁcation tasks. Moreover, DTW does not scale well to large databases because of its quadratic time complexity [28]. Global path constraints can be used to speed up the DTW algorithm. However,
the appropriate width of a global constraint is always problem-dependent.
In this paper, we try to address the problem of similarity measurement of time series by adjusting the constraints of DTW.
In the last decade, the large margin criterion has been widely discussed in feature evaluation, distance learning and classiﬁcation modeling. According to the statistical learning theory, a classiﬁer with large margin will produce good generalization
performance. In this work, we introduce this criterion into the global constraint learning for dynamic time warping. Based on
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the learned constraint, we have designed a large margin nearest neighbor classiﬁer for time series classiﬁcation. The margin
is used for evaluating the generalization ability of a classiﬁer [32,19]. In addition, in order to reduce the computational cost, a
technique is designed for prototype condensing. We present a set of experiments to show the effectiveness of the proposed
techniques.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the background of DTW and recent global constraint
learning method. Section 3 shows large margin classiﬁcation and the relationship between generalization bound and margin.
Section 4 introduces the learning algorithm, including the constraint model of DTW and a speedup technique. Section 5
shows the experimental results. Finally conclusions are given in Section 6.
2. Background and related work
Euclidean metric is a popular method to deﬁne similarity and index time series, but it is very brittle in computing similarity between time series with different time phases [16,14]. DTW distance can overcome this problem by searching an
optimal match between two given time series in spite of phase aberration[21]. DTW uses a dynamic programming technique
to ﬁnd the minimal distance between two time series, where sequences are warped by stretching or shrinking the time
dimension.
We consider sequence C of length m and sequence Q of length n, where C = c1, c2, . . . ,ci, . . . ,cm, Q = q1, q2, . . . ,qj, . . . ,qn. A n-bym matrix can be obtained where element (i, j) is computed by base distance dbase(i, j) = (ci  qj)base. Generally, we use the
square Euclidean distance as the base distance. An alignment between C and Q can be represented by warping path
W = w1, w2, . . . ,wk, . . . ,wL, max(m, n) 6 L 6 m + n  1, where wk = (i, j)k. We can ﬁnd a path through the matrix which minimizes the cumulative distance. The DTW distance between two series is deﬁned as:

8
>
< DTWðC i ; Q j1 Þ
DTWðC i ; Q j Þ ¼ dðC i ; Q j Þ þ min DTWðC i1 ; Q j Þ
>
:
DTWðC i1 ; Q j1 Þ

ð1Þ

Warping path W should satisfy several local constraints [27]:
 Boundary constraint: w1 = (1, 1), wL = (m, n)
 Monotonicity constraint: wk = (a, b), wk+1 = (a0 , b0 ), then a0 P a, b0 P b
 Continuity constraint: wk = (a, b), wk+1 = (a0 , b0 ), then a0 6 a + 1 andb0 6 b + 1
In practice, we do not need to compute all possible warping paths, because most of them correspond to pathological
warping. Therefore, an optimal match with a certain limitation should be bound for computing DTW distance. Global constraints of warping path can be used in the matching process to decrease the number of paths [33].
The warping path changes if the DTW global path constraints are adjusted. An appropriate DTW distance function can be
formulated by different constraints for a speciﬁc dataset. Ratanamahatana created an arbitrary shape and size of the band,
which is called R-K band. This technique is appropriate for various datasets to give a learning algorithm[26,22]. Gaudin introduced a weighted DTW which is named adaptable time warping, and presented a learning process using a genetic algorithm[8]. These two techniques either minimize the error rate on training set using a leaving-one-out scheme[26,8], or
minimize all the pairwise distances between intra-class samples and maximize the distance between inter-class samples
using the Silhouette index[22]. However, there are two potential problems for these techniques. First, the conventional
empirical risk minimization (ERM) on training data does not imply good generalization ability on unseen testing data. Second, for a nearest neighbor classiﬁer, it is not necessary to compute all the pairwise distances between samples because only
the near samples are useful for the classiﬁcation for NN classiﬁer.
3. Large margin classiﬁcation
The principle of structural risk minimization (SRM) allows a tradeoff between training errors and model complexity [29].
According to this theory, a classiﬁer with large margin would produce good generalization performance. Recently, some new
techniques related to maximizing the uncertainty [30] or to combine multiple reducts of rough sets [31] have been proposed
to improve the generalization of decision rules extracted from fuzzy decision trees. Several approaches are attempted to
learn the distance function in various domains [4,7,36]. Bartlett discussed the distance between samples and the decision
boundary and uses the sample margin to derive generalization bounds.
Theorem 1. Let d > 0 and T be a set of size m. With probability 1  d over the random choice of T, for any h 2 (0, 1]

ERðhÞ 6

ERhT ðhÞ
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where d = (64R/h) and h is a real valued function, i.e classiﬁer. R is the ball radius of a feature space. The item ERT(h) means the
training error in training set T and the latter item is the complexity of a classiﬁer.
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Two types of margin are discussed: sample margin and hypothesis margin [3,10]. Support vector machines use sample
margin to measure the distance between the support vector and classiﬁcation hyper-plane of a classiﬁer while the hypothesis margin is the distance between the hypothesis and the closest hypothesis with different label to the given sample. The
research on the large margin for a nearest neighbor classiﬁer provides a criterion for the evaluation of the distance function
and imbue the classiﬁer with a good generalization ability [6,23]. It is of great importance for a k-NN classiﬁer to select a
good distance function.
In NN, a distance function is required to compute the similarity between objects. A good distance function should make
the intra-class samples closer and the inter-class samples farther, so a large sample-margin can obtain. In this paper, a distance measurement is learned by adjusting the DTW constraints according to the large margin criterion. An example of the
nearest neighbor hypothesis-margin is shown in Fig. 1.
For sample x, margin h can be given to the nearest neighbor (1NN), and hypothesis margin can be deﬁned as:

hðxÞ ¼ ðkx  nearmissðxÞk  kx  nearhitðxÞkÞ

ð3Þ

where nearhit(x) and nearmiss(x) are the nearest neighbor of x with the same label and the nearest neighbor with the different label, respectively. It was shown that hypothesis margin lower bounds the sample margin (SVM margin).
4. Constraint learning for large margin classiﬁcation
In this section, the framework of constraint learning is introduced according to the large margin criterion and a condensing technique is proposed for highly effective speedup methods.
4.1. Global path constraint model
Intuitively, a good alignment path should not warp much from the diagonal. A window of width k is designed to limit
warping constraints.
Sakoe–Chiba band is originally used for speech recognition [seeing Fig. 2 (a)] and it is one of the most popular global path
constraints although the uniﬁed band width is not effective for some applications. l can be speciﬁed as a percentage of the
length of time series. It should be noted that Euclidean distance between two sequences can be seen as a special case when
l = 0%. With width k of Sakoe–Chiba, element Ci can be aligned only to one of the k nearest elements of Qi. Its deﬁnition is the
same as the classical DTW except for the dbase:

(
dbase ði; jÞ ¼

ðC i  Q j Þbase ; if ki  jk 6 k
1;

ð4Þ

if ki  jk > k

In [25], Ratanamahatana computed the classiﬁcation accuracies using DTW for all the range of a global path constraint band.
It can be seen from her results that the width of a global constraint band does have its effect on the accuracy of classiﬁcation.
We use DTWS to represent DTW with constraint S. It can be concluded that the value of DTWS(C, Q) is monotonically nondecreasing with width k, so for any C and Q,

DTWðC; QÞ 6 DTW S ðC; Q Þ 6 DEuclidean ðC; Q Þ

ð5Þ

The R-K band represented by a one-dimensional array can be used to deﬁne an arbitrary constraint model. r = [r1, r2 , . . . , rl] is
a term used to deﬁne the allowed range of warping for given series. rk(1 6 i 6 k) is the height above the diagonal in y axis and
the width to the right of the diagonal in x axis. Warping path element wk(i, j) is constrained by rk for k i  jk 6 rk. It can be
degenerated to Sakoe–Chiba band if rk is independent of k.

Fig. 1. Nearest neighbor margin.
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Fig. 2. Global path constraint of DTW distance matrix.

It is computationally intensive to learn the best r because no constraint is given. We should compute all the candidate
cases. For simplicity, we take up with the reconciliation of Sakoe–Chiba band and R-K band by dividing the Sakoe–Chiba
band into k equal-width intervals so that we can use S = [s1, s2, . . . , sk,] to present the constraint. If k = 1, then S equals the Sakoe–Chiba band. We can also assign different parameters for S and k to achieve complex constraint. Fig. 2 (b) shows an example when k = 4 and S = [2, 1, 0, 1]. The width of a warping band also has its great impact on the efﬁciency for the computation
of DTW. If the width is small, a large area of the matrix will not be examined, and the search for optimal warping path will be
faster. We formulate the constraint space with S = [s1, s2, . . . , sk,]; here si(1 6 i 6 k) is the undetermined coefﬁcient, and
0 6 si 6 max_width. The max_width of a warping band can be set as a proportion of time series length or is decided by a speciﬁc task.
4.2. Evaluation function
Margin is used in guiding distance learning. It plays a crucial role in measuring the conﬁdence of a classiﬁcation. It ensures that the classiﬁer will bound the generalization error on test data if the NN classiﬁer selects a proper distance function.
Our approach is inspired by the work on learning Mahanalobis distance metric for k-nearest neighbor[32]. In [10], the
authors have proved the generalization bound of a NN classiﬁer with hypothesis margin. The theorem is presented as Theorem 2:
Theorem 2. Let d > 0 and let T be the training set with k prototypes from each class. With probability 1  d over the random choice
of T, for any margin h 2 (0, 1]
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where h is a NN classiﬁer and VC dimension d ¼ min n þ 1; 64R
h2
The goal of constraint learning based on large margin nearest neighbor is to ﬁnd a global path constraint which can maximize the average margin of samples. The speciﬁc S in the constraint space is evaluated by the accumulative margin between
nearmiss and nearhit using the DTW distance with global path constraint S. So the evaluation function can be deﬁned as:

Ev alðSÞ ¼

X kx  nearmissðxÞkDTW  kx  nearmissðxÞkDTW
S
S
;
RDTW S
x2T

ð7Þ

where x is a sample in training set T, and R means the radius of data. kx  ykDTW S refers to the function where distance function DTWS is calculated with DTW with the global path constraint S as deﬁned in (3). Here we calculate the radius by
max(DTWS(x, y)), x, y 2 T. The numerator of fractional expression is hypothesis margin hS. According to SRM theory, we expect
the radius of data space can be as small as possible, while the margin between different class label samples are as large as
possible.
Researches showed that the 1NN-DTW performs well on most datasets in UCR datasets (error rate d1NNDTW 6 d1NNEuclidean)
[26,17,16]. We computed the average margin of UCR repository by 1NN-Euclidean and 1NN-DTW in order to bind its cause. The
correlation of error rate and margin is shown in Fig. 3. where  and s correspond to a dataset of UCR repository.
 denotes the dataset where 1NN-DTW performs better than 1NN-Ed (error rate d1NNDTW < d1NNEuclidean), and s denotes
the contrary situation. The x-axis and y-axis show the margin of two compared classiﬁers. The straight line has a slope of 1.0.
The dataset labels below or above the straight line indicates that 1NN-Ed has a larger or smaller margin than 1NN-DTW. It
can be seen from Fig. 3 that 1NN-DTW outperforms the 1NN-Euclidean in most of the datasets (the number of  is larger
than s’s). As shown in the graph, if the margin of classiﬁer A is larger than the margin of classiﬁer B, then the accuracy of A is
probably higher than that B of. This example motivated the need of a distance function to produce a larger margin for the
nearest neighbor query. The results enlightened us to engage in the distance learning based on large margin.
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Fig. 3. The relationship between margin and error rate for 1NN-DTW and 1NN-Euclidean calculated on UCR dataset.

We used a brute-force solution to choose an appropriate global path constraint to maximize the evaluation function. Our
goal is to adapt a global path constraint for DTW distance in an optimal way for the dataset. So we need to ﬁnd the best constraint, i.e. a global path constraint to maximize the margin with DTW and k-NN. The brute force solution is used to perform
the classiﬁcation with all possible values, and keep the one with the best result only. Parameter max_width, the max value of
each si, is restricted to 10% of the time series length, because a 10% constraint on warping is actually too large for real world
data mining[25]. The number of segments of a constraint is chosen in terms of the size of a constraint space. The algorithm is
shown in Table. 1.
4.3. Data condensing for evaluation function
It is a time-consuming process to search for nearhit and nearmiss under different constraint condition. Condensing methods is developed to pick out a consistent subset of prototypes for a problem. Given training set T and constraint S of DTW, the
aim of condensing is to ﬁnd subset U # T to satisfy f()U = f()T, where f()U is a function developed by calculating on special
sample set U. The rival set Ux means the condensed set for sample x. nearhit(x) and nearmiss(x) can be found from the Ux but
not training set T. Obviously, the neighborhood relationship between samples is dependent on the global path constraint
used. In order to ﬁnd nearhit and nearmiss for each sample x, we must call on all the other samples and select the nearest
neighbor with same label and different label. So it is time-consuming to learn the distance function from a large number
of training set.
Given training set T, and time series x 2 T, we need nearhit and nearmiss of x from T  {x} to evaluate constraint S. As we
know, DTW distance is less than or equal to Euclidean distance because the accumulated distance on the distance matrix is
minimized by warping path. For each DTW function with speciﬁc global path constraint, Euclidean distance and DTW distance are its upper and lower bounds, respectively. So element y 2 T can be ignored if $z 2 T, DEuclidean(z, x) 6 DTW(y, x). As a
result, we need not compute all pairwise distance between x and other samples to determine nearhit(x) and nearmiss(x) for a
speciﬁc global path constraint. We can condense the redundant samples before learning as follows:
 Step 1: For x 2 T, compute the distance between x and all the elements of rival set T  {x} by Euclidean metric and get
nearhit(x) and nearmiss(x).

Table 1
Learning algorithm.
Learning algorithm.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Given the max_width and the number of segmentation;
max_margin = 0;
for each constraint S
Evaluate S using the samples in training set
if Evaluation (S) > max_margin
max_margin = Evaluation (S)
endif
endfor
Use the best S for classiﬁcation on testing set
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 Step 2: Compute the distance between x and all the elements of rival set T  {x} by DTW. Delete element y from the rival
set of x if DTW(x, y) > max(DEuclidean(x, nearhit(x)), DEuclidean(x, nearmiss(x)).
 Step 3: Evaluate all the global path constraints on the renewed rival set for each sample.
The algorithm is formulated as shown in Table. 2
As Eq. (5) showed, DTW(x, y) 6 DTWS(x, y) 6 DEuclidean(x, y), for any x, y 2 T. So, if DTW(x, y) > DEuclidean(x, nearhit(x)), then
DTWS(x,y) > DEuclidean(x, nearhit(x)), then DTWS(x, y) > DTWS(x, nearhit(x)). Therefore, y can’t be nearhit of x when constraint S
is used. Similarly, if max(kx  nearhit(x)k,kx  nearmiss(x)k) is used y can be neither neighbor nearhit (x) nor nearmiss(x).
So sample y can be ignored. For example, CBF dataset can be used to explain the use of the algorithm. We select the ﬁrst
sample from 30 samples in the training set, and match it with other 29 samples using Euclidean distance and DTW, respectively. To evaluate each constraint S, we need traverse each x 2 T for its nearhit and nearmiss. Theoretically, each sample in
training set T should be searched for nearhit and nearmiss and their distances should be calculated by DTW with global path
constraint S. It is a computation-intensive process. In fact, we just need retain samples with DTW distances smaller than the
max(DEuclidean(x, nearhit(x)), DEuclidean(x, nearmiss(x)) as shown in Fig. 4. The radius (distance from query point to N) is equal to
max(DEuclidean(x, nearhit(x)), DEuclidean(x, nearmiss(x)). For Coffee dataset, only 10 samples satisfy the conditions for being
retained.
5. Experimental results
5.1. Data sets
The proposed method is tested on several datasets from the UCR Time Series Data Mining Archive[17]. The datasets cover
different domains (e.g., video trajectory recognition, computer vision, etc.). In some problems, there is no signiﬁcant difference between classic 1NN-DTW and 1NN unconstrained warping DTW. That is to say, constraint is not the key factor deciding the classiﬁcation results.
In UCR dataset, 1NN-best warping window DTW classiﬁer in some datasets performs better than classic 1NN-DTW. We
call these ’’constraint-sensitive datasets’’. Here we regard that these tasks are more sensitive to constraint schema and we
use the datasets which meet this condition to test our method. They are Gun Point, Swedish Leaf, 50Words, Face Four and ECG.
Meanwhile,we also listed dataset with no signiﬁcant difference or worse than the latter. We randomly chose part of them
and tested them with our method.
The number of classes varies between 2(Gun-Point) and 50(50Words). The Gun Point dataset comes from the video trajectory recognition domain. There are two classes, Gun and Point, each containing 100 examples. The major difference of the
two classes lies in some little ﬂuctuations which appear at the wave trough. Face Four dataset is collected to classify four
peoples face image. The series data are converted from image edge. Swedish Leaf dataset contains 15 different Swedish tree
species. The time series data are transformed from the edge map of leaf images. 50words is a dataset used for classiﬁcation of
handwritten documents. The dataset is tested for word image matching. The images of 50 common words such as ‘‘the’’,
‘‘and’’, etc. are taken from the George Washington collection. ECG dataset is from electrocardiogram diagnosis signal. On
the other hand, some constraint-insensitive datasets are chosen. Table 3 summarizes the data sets.
5.2. Comparative study on error rate
Table 4 shows the comparative results obtained with four classiﬁers: the 1NN Euclidean, 1NN DTW, 1NN Best warping
window DTW and 1NN DTW with learned global path constraint based on large margin criterion (1NN-DTWLM). The nearest
neighbor works in terms of the minimal distance from the query instance to the training samples to determine the nearest
neighbor. The ﬁrst two classiﬁers with Euclidean metric and DTW are the most commonly used methods in time series classiﬁcation. The approach of 1NN Best warping window DTW is to ﬁnd the best width of the Sakoe–Chiba band[17] for DTW.

Table 2
Condensing algorithm.
Evaluation algorithm by sample condensing
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

for each x 2 T
U = T-{x};
Get nearhit(x) and nearmiss(x) from U by Euclidean metric
for each y 2 U
if DTW(x, y) > max(DEuclidean(x, nearhit(x)), DEuclidean(x, nearhit(x)))
U = U  {y};
endif
endfor;
endfor
Evaluate constraints on rival set Ux
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Fig. 4. Condensing redundant samples for learning algorithms.

Table 3
Description of datasets.
Dataset
Constraint sensitive dataset
Gun-Point
Swedish Leaf
50Words
Face Four
ECG
Constraint insensitive dataset
CBF
Adiac
Fish

Number of classes

Training set size

Testing set size

Length

2
15
50
4
2

50
500
450
24
100

150
625
455
88
100

150
128
270
350
96

3
37
7

30
390
175

900
391
175

128
176
463

Table 4
Comparative error rate and margin.
Dataset
Constraint sensitive dataset
Gun-Point
Swedish Leaf
50Words
Face Four
ECG
Constraint insensitive dataset
CBF
Adiac
Fish

1NN Euclidean

1NN-DTW

1NN Best Warping
Window DTW

1NN-DTWLM

0.087
0.213
0.369
0.216
0.12

0.093
0.21
0.310
0.170
0.23

0.087
0.157
0.242
0.114
0.12

0.027
0.152
0.292
0.102
0.11

0.148
0.389
0.217

0.003
0.396
0.167

0.004
0.391
0.160

0.05
0.396
0.160

The best results are presented in bold.

The number of segments k = 4 for predicting a class label for each unlabeled time series. According to the result of the best
Sakoe–Chiba band, the max_width is the 8% of time series length. The classiﬁcation error rates are presented in Table 4. The
shapes of constraint are shown in Fig. 5. If the dataset is sensitive to DTW constraint (i.e., 1NN-DTW with best warping window has positive effects than 1NN-DTW), we can see that 1NN-DTWLM can further tap the potentialities of constraint than
1NN-DTW with best warping window. More accurate results can be obtained on most datasets. On the other hand, there is
no signiﬁcant difference among 1NN-DTW, 1NN-DTWLM and 1NN-DTW with best warping window on the rest 15 constraint-insensitive dataset. Here we only select three of them to show the results.
Dataset Gun Point [seeing Fig. 6 (a)] is chosen as an example to explain the relationship between margin and classiﬁcation
accuracy. We start off with Euclidean band ("i, si = 0). The section of the envelope is increased to compute the margin induced by this global path constraint, i.e., the margins are computed with warping windows gradually increasing. Accuracy
curves on testing set calculated by DTW with each constraint S. As shown in Fig. 7, there are some interesting correlations
between margin and classiﬁcation accuracy. The great similarity between these two curves indicates that the effect of a
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Fig. 5. Shapes of constraint.

Fig. 6. Examples of dataset.

Fig. 7. Margin vs. classiﬁcation accuracy.

classiﬁer is highly dependent on the margin. For constraint-insensitive dataset, constraint is not the key point for the classiﬁcation task, so we can simply use classic DTW method (e.g., CBF data, seeing Fig. 6 (b)). Large margin will probably lead to
a good generalization performance for classiﬁcation tasks, or vice verse.
A large margin classiﬁer may not perform well enough on training samples but it can be used to obtain good generalization results on testing samples.
5.3. Condensing results
We have to compute (n2  n)/2 times DTW distance through a LOO nearest neighbor iteration. A condensing technique
can be used to reduce the size of samples. As shown in Fig. 8, the rate of reduction ranges from 0.2 to 0.6.
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Fig. 8. Condensing rate for all data sets.

The condensing technique does not work if the number of training samples is very small. It is reasonable as there is no
redundant samples in a very small dataset. The condensing technique becomes effective as the number of samples increases.
This technique can also be used together with other DTW global path constraint learning algorithms to reduce the number of
samples.
6. Conclusions
In some time series classiﬁcation tasks, it is a common case that two time series are out of phase, even they share the
same class label. An appropriate constraint of DTW can strongly improve the classiﬁcation performance. In this paper, we
introduce a framework of global path constraint so that the warping of varying degrees can be selected at different matching
location. A learning algorithm is proposed for ﬁnding an appropriate global path constraint based on the large margin criterion. Good generalization ability can be guaranteed by the hypothesis margin for NN classiﬁer. The learning algorithm
is time-consuming but can meet the need of high accuracy of classiﬁcation. In addition, a condensing technique has been
proposed to speed up the evaluation process.
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